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Dr. Guille-Secor dies; honored for book, film

Dr. Frances V. Guille-Secor, professor of French at The College of Wooster, died Wednesday morning in the Wooster Community Hospital following a brief illness. She was 94.

She is survived by her husband, Dr. Walter Secor, services will be Friday at 3 p.m., in the Wooster First Presbyterian Church. There are no calling hours. Contributions may be made to the Heart Fund.

Dr. Secor had just returned from New York (Oct. 15) where a film produced from her book on the life of Adele Hugo had stolen the spotlight at the 13th New York Film Festival. According to Vincent Canby of the New York Times, "The Story of Adele" directed by Francois Truffaut, was the surprising highlight of "one of the best festivals in recent years."

A 1929 graduate of The College of Wooster, Mrs. Guille-Secor earned her M.A. from Western Reserve University and her Ph.D. from the Sorbonne in Paris. She did additional graduate study at Middlebury, Vt. and the Ohio State University.

Before joining the Wooster faculty in 1927, she taught French, Latin, English and dramatics at Fairview High School.

She was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Delta Sigma Rho, Phi Sigma Iota and was listed in "Who's Who in America."

In February 1966, she was honored by the French government with the Chevalier des Palmes Academiques.

Aruba crowned, Compton wins prize

Homecoming brightens gloomy day for alumni

by Polly Beals

Homecoming 1976 turned what might have been a gloomy, lifeless Wooster Saturday into a day for all the students to remember. The chilly, damp weather didn't stop the 205 registering alumni and the numerous other parents and friends from attending the special events. Overall, attendance was up to par to the past homecoming weekends.

The day began with the judges for the dorm decorations tramping through a heavy mist to make their final decisions. When the mist cleared Compton Hall emerged the winner of the $80 first prize. Their black and gold Dumbo elephant with a "victory" sign in its trunk bore the slogan "Let's fly off with the victory."

Hollen Hall collected $65 and second place, but clearly won the pun battle for the day. An orange and black lion's head with teeth overflowing the doorway was accompanied by "No lion, we're holding on for a roar!" Near Andrews - Kenward - re crowned honorary third place for their efforts also. Recognition and thanks also go to Miller-Troyer-Kennon-Clark, Wagnier, and the section for participating in the decorating.

An impressive crowd turned out for the pre-game Homecoming Queen coronation and to watch the football game. Shirley "Aruba" Daniels, escorted by Mos Oliviers was crowned 1976 Homecoming Queen. Sue Allford, Laura Goodling, Marit Kiesler, Molly Magen, and Cathy Sheldon served as the queens court.

Daniel displayed her usual smile and good humor which made her a popular choice for the honor of homecoming queen, showing that the spirit of Wooster is not limited to the boundaries of continental United States.

While most alumni were meeting at the Wooster Inn, Lowry Center, in their section lounges, or in passing on the street, one dedicated group braved the ill effects of the weather to work up a half-time performance for the football game. Around 28 former members of the Scot Marching Band, former and current members, the band joined the other half-time performers, "Black and Gold," and the Scot Band in "Stars and Stripes Forever."

One of the highlights of the half-time ceremonies was the dedication of the Carl B. Mumson new all-weather track. Mr. Mumson, the track coach at Wooster for 41 years, was present to show his humble gratitude for the honor.

Five members were also inducted into the "Who's Who Association Hall of Fame. They were Wallace Walker '54, a football standout; Frank Griesent '41 for basketball; Earl Kate '45, who lettered in football, basketball and golf; the late James Kennedy '24, football; James Evers '24 for excellence in basketball.

All the above information really tells little about Homecoming 1976. Only the Freshman or casual observer, Homecoming was a nice time to have parties, clean-up the campus, and have better meals from food service. Those who say that Homecoming is just for older alumni to come out at the football game as everyone exclaims, "Look who's here!" and "Can you believe its town?" Homecoming is seeing the guy from your freshman English class who only showed up for test, or getting a hug from your freshman RA (Room), who you haven't seen in two years. And when else would anyone actually cheer for a touchdown? Preparing for homecoming does get an aesthetic student response, but that is because Homecoming does not take effect until familiar-but-not-forgotten faces appear on campus. Wooster Homecoming is people.
In Memoriam
A Last Letter to Frances Guille-Secor

Dear Fran,

It's just a few days ago that so many of us were in New York, to honor you, and celebrate a glorious moment with you. We saw you with the film in which Truittack recounted Adele Hepburn's life. You seemed to know that life very well in these past twenty-odd years, as you treated, her, and the sea seeking the scattered pages of Adele's diary, re-tracing her tormenting wanderings.

Like Adele, you had a passion, it was excellence, integrity. Most of us, since 1950, had known you as your students or your colleagues, sometimes both. You left us now on all of us. Your students found your standards demanding (some said "old-fashioned" sometimes they didn't like it). Yet, you wanted them to strive for the best, so they could feel proud of a job well-done, of a life well-lived. Sooner or later, a lot of them realized that, and respected you for it. Your colleagues, too, found your standards demanding (sometimes we said "unreasonable"). But there was no way around the fact that your toughness reflected your desire for excellence and academic integrity. I suppose we knew that, but some of us never as straightforward or as simple-minded as you, and too often we sought reasons to discount the hard and lonely word, "Yes, you demanded excellence in your students, in your department, in your college, and in yourself, first of all.

You loved life, and knew that life's meaning is found in community relationships. We remember timely gifts, supportive words, unexpected kindnesses, happy classes, talk, well-told stories. We remember you especially as a dedicated servant of the college, concerned with the welfare of your students and colleagues, even long after they left the community. We recall that you laughed with those who laughed, and cried with those who cried, your warmth in joy and sorrow, celebrated humanism and life.

There had been some hard years, recently. Lonely, dark years marked by disappointments and misunderstandings. Nostalgically, we thought of happier times, and we wished that they would return. On a fall day, in the planning and organizing, you said, "Sit down, have something to tell you," I sat down, wondered, "Are we going to get married?" you said, as a smile began to break across your face like the sun after a long storm.

In which, with your springtime returned, A bright flower bloomed again, life sang a new song. We were so glad for you, Fran. And now so sad, so sad that you're not with us anymore. Adieu, cherie amie.

David Wilkins

An individual's life pattern reflects quite vividly both aspirations and achievements, experiences and accomplishments. One can only restate that it is somewhat difficult to acknowledge and honor these reflections, because their character seems to exist itself in concrete form to the richest and most profound degree during one's lifetime. Actions and words in retrospect lack the significance and profundities of the present.

The myriad of experiences and accomplishments, which constitute the life of Dr. Fran Guille-Secor, illustrate rather well her warm, exuberant, and intellectual character. As her professorial role, Dr., Guille-Secor always met each situation with encouragement and limitless enthusiasm.

Garry Cosnett
Box 1384

LETTERS

Dance the United Way

It is not very often that G.O.W. students can give support to a community project; don't pass the chance to show you care. Come to the United Fund Dance, Friday night at the Cage, 8-12 p.m. All proceeds go to the United Fund; 50% for COW students, 75% for all others. Sponsored by S.E.C. and the Youth Center in Wooster, Cage employees and emcees are donating their services—why not pitch in for your 50% and join them for a dancin' good time.

Jane Denovich

COW rejects responsibility for world woes

How does this school profess to be an institution at which people learn to overcome the world's problems when its policies and environment themselves blatantly promote these problems?

A pretty new fountain world...the waste of resources it necessitates? Is world hunger less important than wasteful mainly meat diet at Lowry? Is excessive in-terpersonal friction and competition necessary for learning?

Or are these problems only to be dealt with after graduation? To truly ease the world's troubles we must learn to deal with them now.

Garry Cosnett
Box 1384

What can we do about hunger?

A major issue is facing the entire world now and that is the crisis of world hunger and starvation. In the past year since the World Food Conference we have been flooded with pictures and statistics about the world hunger situation which are overwhelming; and after a while we close our ears and harden our hearts to this onslaught.

Yet the critical situation is not real for too understand the full impact of what the media is trying to sell to us, often brought to the point where about all we can say is, "What am I to do? How can I be doing anything really help?"

That is a real frustration for those of us who have considered the question. Yet I believe that in reaching the point of saying that we reach the point where we can seriously begin to look for the answer. The answer then is for each of us to stop and take a serious and honest look at our own lives, the way in which we are living and the lives of so many others and to decide what are the things which I could really use less of or which things I can do without completely, when I move ourselves we will also help others around us. All we have to do is to take similar steps for themselves.

One very interesting statistic I hear three weeks ago at a seminar I attended, is that in my mind: if every American ate 10% less meat we would have enough grain to feed 60 million people. 10% may not seem very much.

There also is a group which has just begun forming in Wooster whose concern is world hunger and what can be done to help alleviate it. The group Bread for the World, is a local group affiliated with the National Bread for the World which is a non-denominational Christian group whose primary concern has been lobbying for legislation concerning world hunger. The group here in Wooster is hoping to keep informed on the bills that are before Congress and to help keep the community informed as well as organizing and supporting programs and projects for the college and for the community. If you are interested in becoming a part of this group and helping with the planning and organizing please feel welcome to come to the meetings which are held every other week.

If you feel that you do not want to make a commitment to a group such as this we ask you then to please be aware of the situation that exists and to take a few moments to look at, read, and think about the situation of world hunger and information that will be passed on in the future.

Paul Alcorn

Bread for the World

Allman Brothers: more than Cher

Whenever the Allman Brothers Band is mentioned, the first thing that comes to mind is the hard-driving backdrop, the soulful singing of Gregg's brother Duane, the notice seems to center around Gregg's marriage (?) to rock's most beautiful creature. And that's not fair to the band, because their newest album, WB, LODGE OR DRAW is undoubtedly worth far more notice than Sonny's ex any day.

Again, with WB, LODGE OR DRAW the Allman boys demonstrate their superb ability to tackle the driving rock and roll which is the best of hard-driving rock (Canned Heat's "Going Down" and carefree, even otherworldly instrumentals, HIGH FALLS, fourteen minutes of pure heaven for Richard Betts fans)

As always with the Allman Brothers, there is a difference, distinguishable difference in style between Betts' compositions and those of Gregg and the other Dixie rockers contributing to WB, LODGE OR DRAW. Betts' lyrically rocking, rambling melody, inevitable remis-}
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The higher criticism

'With laughing shout and ringing cheer'

by Niall W. Slater

A small confession is in order: I haven't even seen the film of THE MIKADO, but I'm too busy to review it anyway. I hasten to add that I've seen the D'Oyly Carte Opera Company's stage production, and the film is really just one recorded performance of that. The company and production remain pretty much the same today.

THE MIKADO is certainly the most popular of the Gilbert and Sullivan shows. It achieved the longest run of all in its original production (over 500 performances, phenomenal for Victorian England), it's the favorite of amateur societies, despite the difficult costume and make-up requirements. What makes it so popular?

First, Sullivan's score is a delight. He establishes the Japanese flavor in the overture and opening chorus, then promptly forgets it (with the exception of the Mikado's entrance) in favor of his own eminently English style. At one point four principal characters sing a glee or madrigal, which is just about as English as one can get. Sullivan's subtlety makes the point that this is more of a satire of English life and manners in disguise.

Gilbert's book has some of his best lyrics and the usual love plot. Nanki-Poo, the son of the Mikado (Emporor) in disguise, has fallen in love with Yum-Yum. She is unfortunately engaged to the Lord High Executioner, Ko-Ko (many of the names are really baby talk, e.g. Pitti-Sing is "pretty thing"), Nanki-Poo, disconsolate, plans suicide but Ko-Ko, like any good bureaucrat who must justify his own existence and paycheck, offers to execute him instead. Nanki-Poo agrees, on the condition that he may marry Yum-Yum and enjoy wedded bliss for the month before his execution. Complications ensue (of course) when the Mikado comes in search of missing son, but in true Gilbertian fashion everyone eventually ends up "happily married" to each other.

One critic of the opera has nastily remarked that the humor of capital punishment is less apparent today than it was in the 1870's. I disagree. I find capital punishment as funny as ever. The modern philosopher with his behavior modification has nothing on the Mikado whose "object is merely" to let the punishment fit the crime. I particularly enjoy the pool shark who is condemned to play an endless series of games with elliptical billiard balls.

I suspect that filming the D'Oyly Carte production could conceivably improve it. The stagling of the chorus tends to be rather static. Moving camera shots could eliminate that problem.

John Reed, playing Ko-Ko, probably has the best role. His own enjoyment of the show is infectious. His timing is superb, and he can mug to the audience without harming the overall effect of the show.

Lawrence Caldwell, COW grad, to speak on world politics

"Washington - Peking - Moscow: A New Politics?" is the topic of a lecture to be delivered in Mason Auditorium at 8:30 P.M., Thursday evening, October 56th. The speaker is Dr. Lawrence T. Caldwell, a specialist on Soviet affairs and international politics.

Dr. Caldwell is Ph.D. of the College of Wooster, graduating in the class of 1932. He is the only Wooster student to have been elected President of the student body for two consecutive years. He holds the Ph.D. degree from Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy; has served as Research Associate at the International Institute for Strategic Studies, and was a member of the faculty of the prestigious National War College in 1974.

He has been a member of the faculty of Occidental College since 1967, and is presently chairman of its Soviet Studies program.

Caldwell has travelled extensively in Europe and the Soviet Union; served as advisor to the Joint U.S./U.S.S.R. Security Committee of the United Nations Association in 1963-1974, and has written widely on Soviet security interests as they relate to arms control issues.

BEALL AVE ECON-O-WASH
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-Op Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
Homecoming '75: Queen Aruba reigns over golden pachyderm, boisterous booters

ABOVE: Compton Hall's elephant was judged best dorm decoration.
CENTER: Wooster's soccer team beat Heidelberg by this score (the equivalent of 105 to 7 in football)

BETWEEN: Homecoming Queen Shirley "Aruba" Daniels, with assorted courtiers, nobles and churls.
(Photos by Ken Myers, except center by Steve Wilson)
"Morning Song" to star in 2nd mini-concert

by Mike McDowell

LCB will present its second mini-concert of the quarter Friday, November 7, spotlighting "Morning Song," a cappella quintet band playing music of the Eagles, America, or Pure Prairie League and more.

About 400 students attended the October 10 mini-concert starring folk-rock singer John Basse- nette and jazz band I Don't Care. The LCB concert committee was slightly disappointed by this turnout, having hoped for a larger audience. LCB took a substantial loss of $700,000 on the concert because of the fifty-cent admission prices. Since the LCB has a quarter budget of $180,000, it has only $500 left to work with this quarter.

According to concert chairman Mike Wilkins, the general philosophy of the LCB concert committee is to get good quality "middle-range" entertainment. The reason for this emphasis on "middle-range" talent is that it is not feasible to have "big-name" concerts at the college, any "name" group that might be brought here is likely to have already played at Cleveland, Akron, or some other major concert facility in this part of Ohio since better students, as well as town residents and people from the surrounding area, could go to those facilities, the band would have no drawing power by the time they got here to the College.

Some of the other LCB activities planned for the quarter include last nights speaker Isaac Asimov, a noted author who spoke on "The Future of Man: Toward the Year 2000" (see next week's VOICE for a report); Foreign Language Days on October 24 and 25 (sponsored by Babcock);

Drushal cites meaning of Homcoming

by David Johns

Students out of Wooster's east gate in the Freedlander Theatre early Saturday morning, while four of their fellow alumni were honored. The presentation of the awards was preceded by Bar-Talt's invocation and followed by a short address given by President Drushal.

William Schreiber of the German Department was officially recognized as a member of the emeritus faculty, Dr. Schreiber, who retired last year, taught German at Wooster for ten years and became head of the department in 1947. He was praised for his courage he displayed in withstand criticalism which he received for teaching German while anti-Nazism raged during World War II. As a German immigrant, Dr. Schreiber came to America at the age of sixteen, barely able to speak English. He is a specialist on the Amlsh and Memonite cultures and has written a book entitled OUR AMISH NEIGHBORS. Dr. F. W. Crop presented him with a C.O.W., a distinction for his many years of service to the College, Robert Waitcott of the history department, who was also recognized as a member of the emeritus faculty, was not present at the meeting.

On the eve of part of a graduating senior's time, the College received the distinguished alumnus award at the College, any "name" group that might be brought here is likely to have already played at Cleveland, Akron, or some other major concert facility in this part of Ohio since better students, as well as town residents and people from the surrounding area, could go to those facilities, the band would have no drawing power by the time they got here to the College.

from Harvey Cox were conscious excesses—"really live it up," celebrative affirmation, and juxtaposition—"Different from every- day life," he then talked about the three attitudes represented in the celebration of CESURA: reminiscences, celebration, and redemption. He stressed the idea that even though students attend Wooster at different times and know different people.

Kappa Chi to dribble 50 hours for United Fund

This Friday, October 24th, commencing at 12:00 noon and running until 12:00 noon on Sunday, Kappa Chi Fraternity will run a basketball marathon to aid the United Way of Wooster. The 24-hour marathon was devised as a means of bringing the active sorority closest together and at the same time aiding a worthy cause. Funds are being collected by members in the form of pledges and flat donations. The student body plays a major role in a donated capacity, as the fraternity members will come to friends and other students seeking their support.

The United Way of Wooster has given its whole-hearted support of this function, as they too seek support. Their goal of $20,000 is one of which the brothers hope they can add a substantial sum.

Organizers of this event are Dick Deich, Steve Fletcher, John Keyes and Dave Boyd if further information is needed, these are the people to contact.

If you're doing something fun to do at any time this weekend, come to the PEC and watch exciting basketball. The brothers are ramming shifts of 4 hours for the entire weekend, so a fresh team is promised to be on the court every weekend with exciting moments at all times.

Drushal quoted an international festival which will include a dance and many other festivities; a jazz ensemble in the Lowry Center Pit; a United Fund Benefit at the Cage, with proceeds going to the United Way program; a Halloween dance, also at the Cage; the Ohio Chamber Ballet at 8 p.m. November 8 in McCaw Chapel; the Wooster Symphony Orchestra November 9, also in McCaw; and an art fair on November 13 in the Lowry Center lounge, which will include the exhibition of art equipment, movies, and sign-ups for art trips. In addition, the LCB sponsors the Sailing Club, which sail almost every weekend, and the weekly Mateo movies.

So the next time you can't seem to find something to do on campus you might check the LCB activities board in Lowry Center lobby. There is probably something going on you are unaware of.
Remain undefeated
Field hockey team completes home schedule

by Margi Fryburg

In the past few weeks those bustling Scotties under Coach Chambers have continued to maintain an undefeated record. Although the Women's Field Hockey Team has had some real cliffhangers and a couple of ties, they have yet to be on the short end of a final score.

Their home game with Kenyon on October 7th was one of the close battles and ended in a 1-1 tie. The first half was scoreless. In the second half, however, Judy Miller managed to put one in for Wooster on an assist from Betty Bruce, even though Kenyon also managed a goal and tied up the score.

On October 9th, the Scotties met Ashland at home in a scrimmage and literally crushed them with a 9-1 victory. Wooster showed their dominance in the first half with one goal by Betty Bruce, one goal by Cindy Clark and two goals by Marty Kelser. In the second half, Cindy Hastings added one, Judy Miller two and Cindy Clark brought her game tally to three by contributing two more, one of which she scored on a hat trick.

On the 15th of October the Varsity team was out in its home field for the last time this season and gave a fine performance in its last home game, with the University of Kentucky visiting Wooster. They put forth a strong effort and emerged the victors in a 2-1 match. The first half was primarily controlled by Wooster, which was seen in the immediate success of their scoring attempts. In the first few minutes Joanne Olson scored a goal for Wooster and soon Marty Kelser followed with another as the result of a Kentucky free hit out of their striking circle. It was not until late into that first half that Kentucky managed to slip one in, bringing the score up to 2-1 in the Scotties' favor. The second half, however, developed into a pretty even battle with neither team scoring. As a result, the Scotties had another victory to add to their record, bringing it to an outstanding 8-0-2.

Delcos' grid forecast

by John Delcos

WASHINGTON REDSKINS at CLEVELAND BROWNS: Redskins smarting after loss to Oilers and the Browns should drop to 0-6.

CINCINNATI BENGALS at ATLANTA FALCONS: Bengals have never played better than the Falcons at 0-6. Falcons' record should be 0-6.

San Francisco-Oilers at NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS: Falcons' offense is 0-6. Patriots' defense is 0-6. This one could go either way, but take the Pats at home.

Baltimore Colts at New York Jets: Regardless of losing 43-0, the Jets have some quality players capable of winning. The Colts blew their chance at winning last week against New England and besides that, Namath can't be terrible twice in a row.

Dallas Cowboys at Phila- delphia Eagles: Philadelphia is playing its best game of the season, but Dallas will rebound, proving last week's loss to the Pack was a fluke.

Pittsburgh Steelers at Green Bay Packers: The Steelers aren't capable of pulling off consecutive upsets. The Packers are a safe bet.

Detroit Lions at Houston Oilers: Houston has been playing very well of late and there appears no letdown in sight. Detroit has dropped two in a row and will drop their third in the Dome.

Denver Broncos at Kansas City Chiefs: Broncos are high after a clutch win over the Browns and are vulnerable to be upset, especially on the road. However, Halston should keep his boys calm and they will keep pace with the Raiders.

New Orleans Saints at Los Angeles Rams: The Rams will roll on.

San Diego Chargers at Oakland Raiders: The Raiders are at home for the first time this year, and should get back on the winning road. Oakland will lick their wounds after two losses in a row, and they'll take San Diego. Regardless of how many injuries they have. "MIAMI DOLPHINS at Buffalo Bills: For best game of the weekend and it's a wonder it isn't on Monday night. A Buffalo win would assure almost a playoff berth. Colt and his mates should sparkle giving Buffalo a clutch win.

Minnesota Vikings at Chicago Bears: What a dog of a game to be seen on national TV. The Bears are at least less impressive, awful, to be exact. Minnesota is one of the dullest teams to watch regardless of their record. The Vikings will put us to sleep before Cosell and we'll never know how bad they beat the Bears.
Wooster gridders perform admirably for Homecoming crowd, but fall short

by Dan Taylor

The Wooster Fighting Scots, unable to generate a scoring attack in the second half, fell victim to the Marietta Pioneers, 27-14, in their conference football encounter Saturday.

The Scots, displaying their finest football of the season, had a chance until Charlie Black's interception and 65-yard touchdown return with 5:22 remaining in the game.

The first score of the day was recorded early by Marietta following Eric Shefeler's interception which placed the ball on Marietta's own 38 yard line the Pioneer offense went to work.

Runs by Quarterback Dan Steck and halfback Terry McCreary brought the ball down to the Wooster 10 where Keith Toen, on his first carry of the day, capped the 1-play, 65-yard drive with a scamper a-

Harriers' hardship

Wooster's harriers had a tough time at the All-Ohio Cross Country Championships last Saturday at Delaware. The Scots finished 9th in the overall championships and 19th in the college division.

Rick Day led Wooster with a time of 16:30, and Geoff Miller finished with 16:31. Coach Jim Bean commented that "the course was in terrible shape" and that "it just wasn't our day." This Saturday the Scots will host Kenyon, Ohio Wesleyan, Denison, Muskingum, Wittenberg at 11:00 a.m. Fan support would be very much appreciated.

Undeterred, the Scots, with Pandalaids hitting Koehl and Haas for gains of 18 yards each and running backs Tom Grifpa and Tom Hubbard moving the ball on the ground, marched to Marietta's 21. From there Pandalaids found Haas wide open in the end zone for the score. Lynch's extra point was good and the half time score read Wooster 14, Marietta 14.

The second half began as the first: the Pioneers scored, With their ground game operating smoothly, the Pioneers remained on earthbound, and the Scots could only hope.

In the third quarter, however, the Pioneers started to move and had a 14-0 lead by the end of the third quarter.

With neither team able to generate a significant offensive drive the score remained unchanged until Pandalaids, attempting desperately to salvage a Wooster victory, was intercepted by Black, who ran it back for the score.

The final score, 27-14, is misleading, for the game was much closer. Both teams displayed a well-balanced attack and for the Scots it was the defense's best outing.

QB Pandalaids, showing no ill effects from the ankle injury which sidelined him earlier in the season, was 10-14 for 129 yards and one touchdown. Leading rushers for the Scots were Richard Smith, 44 yards in 13 attempts, and Tom Grifpa, 37 yards in 10 runs.

The Scots, now 1-5, and 0-2 in the conference, will need to improve even more, however, if they are to record another Wooster victory this season.

Next week the Scots travel to Wewsterville to take on always tough Otterbein, who sport a 3-3 record and feature the OAC's total offense leader in QB Bill Miller.

THE BEVERAGE CENTER
927 E. Bowman
OPEN: P.M. - 10:30 P.M.
MON. THRU THURS.
9 A.M. - 11:00 P.M.
FRIDAY, SAT.
2:00 - 1:00

BUBINGA

... nature's breakthrough

Who said pipes must be made of briar? Nature has created thousands of different woods, many of which surpass briar in pipe-smoking pleasure. West African Bubinga (Spec. Guibortia africana) is an outstanding example. Hard, porous, and light in weight, it produces an unusually cool, dry smoke. To this naturally beautiful variegated wood we bring our skills in hand carving and finishing the unique deep-bent style above. A sure pleasure or pleasing gift for either sex. Satisfaction and performance guaranteed. $35 postpaid (check or MO) from:

PRINCETON PIPES/USA
BOX 1144, PRINCETON, N.J. 08540
Princes plopped

Scots upset highly rated MacMurray

by Jim Van Horn

Whether the Wooster Scot booters had any intention of setting records last Saturday or not, it seemed to be in their minds that they were to be received as visitors to Heidelberg. They seemed to be encouraged all along the way to the game. You could hear only one chant from the visiting crowd, "Where's the damned Heidelberg?" The Heidelberg students seemed to be deep in thought as to what was to be expected of them. There were a couple of Games, and on one of them, a Heidelberg student walked about the field at halftime with a bandage on his head.

The Heidelberg record was broken by a record set by the Scots in the record game. It seemed as though a new record was set by the Scots in the record game.

The record which was broken was that of goals scored in a game by a Wooster team. The original record was set by a Wooster team in 1905 when the Scots scored 10 times in a game.

When the Scots entered the grounds at Heidelberg, they were greeted by a series of chants and songs. The Scots were led into the locker room and came out fired up. They played nothing but superb soccer from one end to the other.

The first half of the game was played in the rain, and the Scots played well. MacMurray's defense was collapsed as the ball passed through all of them, bounced off the post and went in.

This goal was the clincher. With the Wooster defense playing excellently, the Scots were simply impossible. MacMurray went ahead by the two-goal deficit.

The Scots broke the deadlock with a picture book series of plays covering the length of the field. A MacMurray player was called offside near the Wooster goal mouth, resulting in a free kick for the Scots. Fullback Jim Van Horn launched the kick from near the 6-yard line and sent it to Key Akin as he crossed the ball to him. Akin immediately chipped it to Akin as he crossed the ball to him. Akin turned and fired the ball into the left side of the net, giving Wooster a lead which they never relinquished.

MacMurray made it 4-1 when a free kick was awarded in the penalty box. They played nothing but superb soccer from one end to the other.

After a threat by MacMurray was squelched by Junior Bruce Reed shot the ball from 25 yards out. MacMurray stood dumbfounded as the ball passed through all of them, bounced off the post and went in.
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